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The Vancouver Holocaust Education Centre  
wishes you and your family a Happy & Healthy New Year!

H i g h  H o l i d a y s
C e m e t e r y  S e r v i C e

Everyone welcome

Sunday, October 9, 2016  •  11 AM

Schara Tzedeck Cemetery
2 3 4 5  m A r i N e  D r i v e ,  N e W  W e S t m i N S t e r

This year’s service will include a memorial  
to Dr. Elie Wiesel z’l, who passed away July 2, 2016.

P r e s e n t e d  b y  t h e  V a n c o u V e r  h o l o c a u s t  e d u c at i o n  c e n t r e ,  
s c h a r a  t z e d e c k  c o n g r e g a t i o n ,  a n d  J e w i s h  w a r  V e t e r a n s .

P r e s e n t e d  b y  t h e  Va n c o u V e r  h o lo c au s t  e d u c at i o n  c e n t r e  i n  Pa r t n e r s h i P  w i t h  b e t h  i s r a e l  c o n g r e g at i o n

K R I S TA L L N A C H T
C O m m e m O r A t i O N

EVERYONE WELCOME

Tuesday, November 1, 2016  •  7 PM

Beth Israel Congregation
9 8 9  W e S t  2 8 t h  A v e N u e ,  v A N C O u v e r

k e y n o t e  a d d r e s s

Debórah Dwork
Rose PRofessoR of  Holocaust HistoRy at claRk univeRsity 

founding diRectoR of  tHe stRassleR centeR foR Holocaust and genocide studies

Holding on Through Letters: Jewish Families During the Holocaust
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If you were able to join us earlier this year at our first-in-a-decade gala event “Looking Back … Moving Forward,” you know 
about the depth and breadth of the work we are doing at the Vancouver Holocaust Education Centre. That memorable 
evening gave each of us an experience similar to that which has changed so many lives when B.C. students hear eyewitness 
testimony from survivors of the Holocaust. In this instance, we were honoured not only to hear the testimony of Robbie 
Waisman, a Buchenwald survivor, but also from a survivor of the genocide against the Tutsis of Rwanda, Éloge Butera, who 
was inspired in part by the example of his friend Robbie to courageously share his story with young Canadians. 

The evening really was unforgettable and I want to extend my thanks to everyone who made it possible, especially the 
event co-chairs Mariette Doduck, Helen Heacock Rivers and Shoshana Lewis. And, of course, everyone who attended and 
supported this event deserves the gratitude of our organization and the many people we serve.

Guests that evening, including long-time members and founders of the organization, learned about aspects of our 
programs and services that they were not aware of previously. (To get a taste of the relevance of our work, please take a few 
minutes to look at the video we premiered that evening, at www.vhec.org)

This issue of Zachor will also introduce you to some of the activities we are engaged in, including several we hope you 
will attend. As you will see in these pages, our annual High Holidays Cemetery Service this year will include a special 
memorial to Dr. Elie Wiesel z’l, who passed away this summer. You can also learn about the thought-provoking lecture at 
this year’s Kristallnacht Commemorative Evening. Other upcoming events and recent news, including exciting advances in 
our collections, are highlighted in these pages.

This fall will also see the opening of a new VHEC-produced s exhibition, Canada Responds to the Holocaust, 1944-45. Researched 
and written by Professor Richard Menkis and Ronnie Tessler, this original exhibition examines the contact between Canadians in 
Europe and survivors of the Holocaust. It captures the varied experiences and perspectives of Canadians desperately struggling to 
respond to the emerging realization of the breadth and inhumanity of the Shoah. We hope that you will join us at the opening 
program and learn more about this history by viewing the exhibition. This is an example of the sort of original work by the 
VHEC that addresses a particular area of Holocaust scholarship, in this case as in many, with a particular relevance to local and 
Canadian audiences.

As we enjoy the last days of summer and return to our routines, then turn our attentions to the High Holidays, I hope you 
will take the time to peruse this issue. All of the achievements you see here are possible because the VHEC has the support 
of friends like you, who understand the value of the work we undertake.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nina Krieger 
VHEC Executive Director

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
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I met Professor Elie Wiesel in 1978. I was 38 years old. He 
was 49. Elie, as he insisted I call him, came to Vancouver 
to speak at a commemorative event. It was for Yom 
HaShoah, the day of Holocaust remembrance.

He arrived Friday afternoon and I fetched him at the 
airport and brought him to our home for a few moments 
pre-Shabbat and then to his hotel. He had agreed to a press 
conference on Saturday morning stipulating only that no 
microphone be used. Elie was observant.

I moderated that morning. He was engaging, handled 
difficult and peculiar questions equally graciously, and 
made a deep and lasting impression on the journalists 
and religious leaders who attended. I learned that 
morning that his book, Night, a slim 120 pages, had once 
been nearly 1,000 pages written in Yiddish and published 

Elie Wiesel – Reminiscences  
BY roBert KreLL

in Argentina. How had he reduced it to its present size? 
By eliminating every paragraph without which the book 
would not lose its essence and then by eliminating every 
sentence in those paragraphs that was not needed to 
sustain its narrative. Ever since, I have tried to practice 
that in my talks and writings. 

Elie asked me to visit at the hotel on Sunday for breakfast 
and we ended up talking all day. That evening he spoke to 
an audience of 500. I had the honour of introducing him. 
I used two minutes. How long does one need to introduce 
Wiesel? He was known to all even though he had not yet 
received the Nobel Peace Prize. That was to come in 1986. 
His lecture that evening was astonishing. One could listen 
to him forever, one of the few speakers in the world who 
commanded attention and seldom, if ever, lost his audience.

We remained friends. He was the kindest, gentlest, 
wisest person in my life. And he always made time for 
me although he was also the busiest and most prevailed 
upon person imaginable. So I took it upon myself to do 
two things. One was to call him from time to time and 
briefly visit when I was in New York. Famous people 
sometimes have no-one who inquires as to their own 
lives. I did not ask him for anything unless the idea began 
with him. No demands, requests, or favours. The other 
was to assist wherever I could with whatever little I could 
do. For example, he asked whether I could arrange for 
him to be in touch with Rudolf Vrba, one of only four 
or five escapees from Auschwitz and the author of the 
Vrba-Wetzler report (Auschwitz Protocols) warning of the 
imminent deportation of Hungarian Jews in 1944.

Vrba lived in Vancouver and I knew him well. Elie and 
Rudi subsequently corresponded for years and I can only 

dr. elie Wiesel (right) signing books at the vHec with dr. Robert krell, May 5, 1996.

NO LONGER ALONE
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guess that some of it concerned the fact that the Wiesel 
family was not informed, by those who received the report 
in Hungary, when there was still a chance to flee into the 
nearby Carpathian Mountains. Did they ever meet? I 
offered Elie the opportunity. His response, “I do not think 
I can look into his eyes.”

One time, when in New York, I received Elie’s return call. 
Yes, he had time for me to have a brief visit on Monday 
morning. I went to his home and we caught up for perhaps 
a half-hour. During that time, he excused himself only 
once, to take a call from the White House. Presidents, 
secretaries of state, governors and senators all sought his 
counsel. He often flew at short notice to speak, to warn, in 
the midst of various crises around the world.

It was close to Passover. He asked who was travelling 
with me and I told him, Marilyn and my oldest daughter 
and granddaughter. Elie was upset not to greet them and 

dr. elie Wiesel being interviewed by the cBc at the vHec, 1996.

NO LONGER ALONE

he insisted we all visit the next Thursday so he could 
personally wish them a Happy Pesach. How he made time 
in his wildly busy schedule, I will never understand.

I saw Elie speak in Israel at the 1981 World Gathering 
of Jewish Holocaust Survivors at Lohamei HaGeta’ot 
(The Kibbutz of the Ghetto Fighters) and at the closing 
ceremonies with Prime Minister Menachem Begin. While 
in Los Angeles in 1982, I heard him speak at Cedars-Sinai 
Hospital on “the Holocaust patient” and on “Talmudic 
Tales” at UCLA Hillel House.  Spell-binding.

For the very first World Gathering of Child Survivors 
(the 1991 Hidden Child/ADL Conference), the New 
York-based committee asked if I could convince him to 
speak. Since Elie seldom said no if he was able to attend, 
wherever in the world he was needed, this request for 
my involvement was puzzling. After all, this was New 
York, his home and the site of the gathering. But he 
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NO LONGER ALONE

had declined. My guess is that the situation had become 
complicated by competing factions.

I called him and reminded him that this was “the gathering 
of the children.” Where else would he want to be? He 
graciously agreed to give the closing address. I introduced 
him on the closing night and wondered out loud how it 
was possible that I had heard him lecture at Yale, in Israel, 
New York and Los Angeles. Somehow, wherever he was, I 
found him. I must be his groupie! I certainly never missed 
an opportunity to hear him and to learn from him. 

In 1998, in New York, Elie presented me with the Elie 
Wiesel Holocaust Remembrance Medal for my work in 
Holocaust education, psychiatric contributions to the care 
of Holocaust survivors, and for founding the Vancouver 
Holocaust Education Centre. Elie had visited the VHEC 
and served on its International Advisory Council along 
with Irwin Cotler, Yaffa Eliach and Sir Martin Gilbert.  
My family was there and my children all came to know 
him better. His loving presence is seared into their 
memories. Children for him were like a magnet. All 
who wrote to him received a personal response. How he 
managed this, in between teaching at Boston University, 

speaking around the world, and publishing 
at least one book every year, I do not 
understand. But that is what he did. 

In 2008, I went to Boston to celebrate 
his 80th birthday, which consisted of 
a three-day Festschrift devoted to his 
scholarship and writings, as well as a 
tribute concert. Although surrounded by 
his friends and fellow scholars, I found 
him sitting alone in the front row and 
joined him. At one point, I turned to 
him, “Elie, what is it like to hear all these 
scholars speak about your contributions 
all day long?” His response, “I am a good 
listener.” And indeed he was. He listened 

attentively, to individuals and to humanity.

I nominated him for an honorary doctorate from UBC 
and although he was still recovering from open heart 
surgery (and wrote a book Open Heart), he travelled 
to attend the 2012 ceremony and to participate in “An 
Evening with Elie Wiesel,” held at the Orpheum theatre, 
attended by some 3,000 people. Our cab driver said, 
“Oh, look, Elie Wiesel is speaking.”

I asked questions, some “naïve” as in “Why remember such 
awful events (the Shoah)?” Elie’s response: “How can you 
not? Memory is part of who you are, your identity. I have 
so many wonderful memories of my family and being in 
shul and it’s all I have now of my family except my two 
surviving sisters of whom one has since passed on. Without 
memory, who would I be? The moments are so important.”

“Elie,” I asked, “you were asked to be the President of Israel. 
Can you tell us about this?” He answered that the thought 
had tormented him. How could he turn down the highest 
honour that could ever be bestowed upon him? He felt he 

dr. elie Wiesel at a book signing reception in vancouver, 1996.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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Seven decades after the end of the Second World War, 
Holocaust-related organizations worldwide are facing a 
period of change and reorientation. For many, reliance 
on eyewitness testimony has been the core of their work. 
While the diminishing numbers of aging survivors means 
this survivor testimony must be supplemented with 
different approaches, technology and other advancements  
are breaking down geographical barriers to Holocaust 
remembrance and education.

“The Vancouver Holocaust Education Centre is quite 
superbly poised to not only respond to the challenges of 
the future, but to leverage them into opportunities for 
reaching even more people,” says Nina Krieger, executive 
director of the VHEC. “Through the use of technologies, 
we intend to eliminate geographical limitations and share 
our collections worldwide. We are also in the process of 
introducing innovations to make our collections more 
accessible and impactful to students, researchers and the 
general public within the Centre itself.”

“While looking to the future, the VHEC is by definition 
also focused on the past, which has always been a positive 
dichotomy within the organization,” says Krieger.

“We educate about the past in the hope of creating 
a better future,” she says. “The VHEC teaches about 
the Holocaust in order to advance a world free of 
antisemitism, racism and genocide, with social justice 
and human rights for all.”

That complementary attention to the past and the 
future was the theme of a first-in-a-decade special event 
in May. A gala-type evening, titled Looking Back … 

Looking Back … Moving Forward
Centre poised to accommodate change and significantly expand reach

BY PAt JoHNsoN

keynote speakers Éloge Butera and Robbie Waisman.

FEATURE

Moving Forward, paid tribute to the forward-looking 
individuals who founded the organization that created 
the VHEC, while setting the Centre on a trajectory of 
growth and innovation.

The event included keynote addresses by Robbie Waisman, 
a survivor of the Holocaust, and Éloge Butera, a survivor 
of the genocide against the Tutsis of Rwanda. Both men 
shared their stories of survival and loss, providing attendees 
with an indication of the power eyewitness testimony has 
on the more than 25,000 B.C. students who attend VHEC 
Holocaust symposia each year. They also mentioned their 
commitment to speaking, despite the emotional difficulty, 
because of the potential it has to change lives.

Katia Hessel, a granddaughter of four Holocaust survivors, 
spoke movingly about her sense of responsibility in 
carrying the stories of her family into the future.

In another powerful presentation, Grade 11 student Caden 
Dorey shared a letter he had written to survivor speaker 
Lillian Boraks-Nemetz after a symposium. 
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“I have never been so moved in my life,” he wrote. 
“You have changed my perspective on the Holocaust, 
and life itself … I will never forget you, and thank you 
for letting me share this moment with you. I’m forever 
impacted by this day.”

The gala was co-chaired by Mariette Doduck, Helen 
Heacock Rivers and Shoshana Lewis. Honorary co-chairs 
were the four past-presidents of the organization, Robert 
Krell, Robbie Waisman, Rita Akselrod and Jody Dales. 
Dr. Art Hister emceed.

About 500 people attended the event, which took place 
at Congregation Beth Israel. Among the milestones 
marked was the first symposium on the Holocaust for 

high school students in B.C., which took place more 
than 40 years ago. About 30 years ago, the society that 
went on to create the VHEC was founded and the 
Centre opened its doors more than 20 years ago. These 
achievements, and the people who made them possible, 
were recognized throughout the evening.

Just days after the gala, another milestone occurred when 
the organization’s annual general meeting saw the passing 
of the leadership from Ed Lewin, who had served as 
president for six years, to Phil Levinson.

While he has served on several boards, Lewin said there is 
something special about the VHEC board, on which he 
continues to sit as past president.

“This one has been particularly rewarding because both 
my parents were survivors and I’ve always felt a very close 
connection to their story and wanting to spread the lessons 
to be learned from it,” he says. One of the sources of pride 
from his time at the helm, he says, “is having recruited a 
new generation of leaders.”

He acknowledges that the VHEC and organizations like it 
have challenges, but that the board and staff have ensured 
the Centre is amply prepared.

“The greatest single challenge we face is continuing to 
maintain the relevance of our mission and mandate in 
a post-eyewitness survivor era and I think we are well-
positioned to do that,” Lewin says. Crucial to meeting 
the challenges, he says, is a project funded by Citizenship 
and Immigration Canada to digitize the Centre’s archival 
collections, which will be accompanied by pedagogical 
materials allowing teachers anywhere to make use of these 
rich resources. Investments in infrastructure, which will 
allow greater access to, and visibility of, artefacts within the 
Centre, will enrich the experience of visitors.

event co-chairs shoshana lewis, Mariette doduck and Helen Heacock Rivers.

caden dorey embracing lillian Boraks-nemetz after reading a letter he had written to 
her about the impact of hearing her testimony.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

FEATURE
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EXHIB IT

a dutch Jood (“Jewish”) star from the netherlands given by a Holocaust survivor to 
e.J. (ted) sheppard. originally from and currently based in victoria, sheppard served 
in the 8th Reconnaisance Regiment, the reconnaissance arm of the 2nd canadian 
infantry division in the second World War. courtesy e.J. sheppard

A visitor to Washington’s United States Holocaust 
Memorial Museum will find a full presentation on 
the role the American military played in liberating 
Nazi concentration camps in the Second World 
War. A visitor to the Imperial War Museum in 
London, England, will find a section on the 
“discovery” of the camps by the British. But there 
has been very little written 
about the encounter of 
Canadian soldiers with the 
Holocaust and with survivors 
at the end of the war and, to 
the best of our knowledge, no 
museum exhibition.
 
The VHEC’s upcoming 
exhibition, Canada 
Responds to the Holocaust, 
1944-45 tells that 
previously untold story. 
 
We follow the progress of Canadian soldiers 
fighting in France, Belgium, the Netherlands and 
Germany. There they first encountered Jews emerging from 
hiding, and then the Jews who had survived the camps. 
They also witnessed the devastation — the mass graves 
at Bergen-Belsen, and the desecration of synagogues by 
the Nazis. In the first few months after the war, Canadian 
soldiers waiting for demobilization used that time to 
help Jewish chaplains reach out to the surviving Jews. 
Canadian relief workers joined the United Nations Relief 

Canada Responds to the Holocaust, 1944-45  
BY rIcHArd MeNKIs ANd roNNIe tessLer

and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA) 
and the American Jewish Joint Distribution 

Committee (the “Joint”) to provide aid to 
survivors and other displaced persons.

 These encounters were complex. How could 
they not be? The Canadian government did 

not enter the Second World War to save Jews. 
Most soldiers would have vague notions, at 

best, of the Nazi persecution of 
Jews, Roma, Sinti, homosexuals, 
disabled people and other 
vulnerable minorities. But then, in 

the fall of 1944, Canadian soldiers 
began to meet the victims and hear of 
the hardships of being in hiding. Many 

of the soldiers either witnessed, or saw 
widely circulating pictures, of the 
“horror camps.”
 

How could these encounters not be 
complex? When the Allies, including the Canadians, 
moved through Europe after D-Day, liberating France, 
Belgium and the Netherlands, they witnessed the local 
population’s joy at the end of Nazi rule. But did the Jews 
share in that jubilation? For many, it was the time when 
they discovered how many family members they had lost, 
or saw what little remained of their communities. Is the 
term liberation even appropriate? That’s why the British 
have referred to the “discovery” of the camps.
 
And there were other complexities. Amongst them 
were deep-seated disagreements on the planning for the 
remnant of surviving Jews. Certainly Canadian soldiers 
and relief workers aided with the short-term needs of the 
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 EXH IB IT

survivors. But what of a long-term solution? Repatriation 
to a devastated community in a weakened country? By 
the end of 1945, many Jews —including the Canadian 
Jewish chaplains — were convinced that there was no 
future for Jews in Europe, and that the answer was Jewish 
emigration to Palestine and the creation of a Jewish state. 
This solution was not unanimous. By late 1945, at least 
one prominent Canadian aid worker found it hard to 
support Jewish nationalism when it was nationalisms that 
had torn Europe apart.

Canada Responds to the Holocaust, 1944-45 thus conveys an 
intertwined history of soldiers, survivors, aid workers and 
government officials.

We also show how the information was reaching Canada. 
We hear the broadcasts from the CBC’s Matthew 
Halton, reporting from Belgium in September 1944 and 
Germany in April 1945. We see the images taken by 
Canadian official photographers and widely circulated of 
orphans celebrating Chanukah and soldiers at a Passover 
seder in Germany in late March 1945. We can learn of 
the heartfelt radio broadcast by Canadian ambassador 
Georges Vanier, after his visit to Buchenwald.

 The exhibition incorporates elements of the stories that 
some might deem uncomfortable. The womanizing of the 
Canadian soldiers, crudely articulated in the war diaries of 
two regiments, and commented upon by survivors, is part 

canadian military personnel on a picnic with the children of Bergen-Belsen. courtesy ontario Jewish archives
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EXHIB IT

of this narrative. The sharp accusations of paternalism that 
survivors made against aid workers are also part of the history.
 
Many of these stories are being heard for the first time. 
Dr. Mark Celinscak, recently appointed to the University 
of Nebraska Omaha, demonstrates in his new book 
(Distance from the Belsen Heap) the important role that 
Canadians played in the liberation of Bergen-Belsen, and 
in the weeks immediately following. He is the author of 
a number of the exhibition’s panels, and will be a guest 
speaker of the VHEC during the exhibition.
 
Also on display are a number of images (some 
commissioned by the military, others taken by amateurs), 
reproductions of paintings, and documents that have 
never been incorporated into publications or displays. 
These primary sources were located in archival collections 
in Canada, the United States, the Netherlands and Israel, 
as well as from the VHEC’s own collection, and made 
available to the exhibition.  
 
This research would not have been possible without 
an excellent international team. One of the delights of 
working on this project was the contact with colleagues in 
other countries. We were fortunate to have Dutch-speaking 
researchers, especially Ms. Katja Gross Sommer (University 
of Amsterdam) and Ms. Annemarie van Dijk (University 
of Groningen). We received great support from the NIOD 
Institute for War, Holocaust and Genocide Studies in 
Amsterdam (with special thanks to Dr. Jaap Cohen and 
Dr. Erik Somers) and the Camp Westerbork National 
Memorial (with special thanks to conservator Mr. Guido 
Abuys and researcher Mr. Bas Korholt).

The co-authors had meaningful exchanges on sensitive 
issues with Ms. van Dijk and student researcher  
Ms. Meredith Shaw (UBC). We were also privileged 
to converse with Mr. Colin Upton about his project 
to create a graphic narrative of some of the themes of 
Canada Responds. While artistic license has taken him in 

directions somewhat different than the exhibition, we 
are very excited about the result, Kicking at the Darkness. 
His collaborative process included a visit to Richard 
Menkis’s UBC history course on the Jewish graphic 
narrative, where Mr. Upton commented on student 
projects in comic form that explored the themes of the 
exhibition. The exhibition and the comic are supported 
by a grant to the VHEC from the Inter-Action 
Multiculturalism Grants and Contributions Program of 
Citizenship and Immigration Canada.
 
Canada Responds to the Holocaust, 1944-45 offers, at long 
last, a display and study, through printed and spoken 
words as well as images, of Canadian perspectives on 
“liberation” and early postwar reconstruction.

The Canada Responds to the Holocaust, 1944-45 exhibition 
will be on view from October 16, 2016 to March 31, 2017.  
An opening program will be held on Sunday, October 16, 2016 
from 1 to 3 p.m. at the Vancouver Holocaust Education Centre 
with remarks at 2 p.m.

Belgian Jews celebrate at a chanukah party in antwerp, Belgium, december 17, 1944. 
courtesy ken Bell, congregation shaar Hashomayim Museum and archives, canadian 
Jewish Heritage network/sh-01 251

Richard Menkis and Ronnie Tessler are the co-research directors and co-writers of 
Canada Responds to the Holocaust, 1944-45.
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Lewin commended the professional team and volunteers 
at the VHEC. “Our staff is amazing,” he says. “Second 
to none in the non-profit sector. They work extremely 
hard. Very dedicated, very devoted. Our lay leadership, 
as well, we are a cohesive unit. The interaction between 
professional and lay leadership is very, very strong,  
congenial and collegial.”

Levinson, the incoming president, joined the board 
about a decade ago, partly motivated by his first 
encounter with Holocaust denial.

“When I first faced Holocaust denial, it was in Canada,” 
says the South African-born Levinson. “I’d never heard 
of such a thing actually. It was so terrible, I felt like a 
victim. It was so frustrating, it’s hard to put into words.”

This was not a high-profile case covered in the news.
“It was face-to-face,” he says. “This guy I became 
friendly with — he seemed pretty normal — he started 
to explain to me how this thing never happened.”

That interaction helped set Levinson on a path of 
volunteerism with the VHEC.

“This is at least one way I can deal with it,” he says. 
“I’m doing my little bit to fight Holocaust denial. 
Fighting Holocaust denial fights antisemitism, which 
is part of my motivation.”

The coming years will bring important changes to 
the organization and its programs, Levinson says. It’s 
difficult to say that the future will be better, because 
the programs and services the Centre delivers are top-
notch, he says. But the scope and reach of the VHEC’s 
work will definitely be bigger.

was letting down the State of Israel that wanted him and 
his leadership. But he explained that he was without 
political experience and that all he really had were words 
which, as a politician, would no longer be his. “And 
besides,” he joked, “my wife would have divorced me.”

“How do you choose the language in which you 
write?” (Elie speaks Hungarian, Romanian, Yiddish, 
Hebrew, French and English). “I prefer the eloquence 
of French which is the easiest for me. And sometimes 
my choice is determined by what I am writing about. 
And I like to write to classical music, preferably a 
quartet as an orchestra is too distracting.”

“What message would you send to our young people 
here tonight?” His response, “Your life is not measured 
in time and years. It is a collection of moments. You 
will look back and have so many moments in time that 
remain fresh, memorable and meaningful. I would tell 
all of you young people in the audience to enjoy all 
these moments in time. Being here in Vancouver this 
weekend has been one of those moments for me.”

With his passing, I shall be without more such moments 
with him. His death leaves an enormous void, for his 
moral strength and inspiration will be missing from all 
who benefitted. We must resolve to step up and commit 
to continue to learn from and emulate this remarkable 
human being who returned from the depths of despair 
and loss to provide a measure of hope.

I urge you to read Night and Elie’s brilliant memoir in 
two parts All Rivers Run to the Sea and And The Sea is 
Never Full. Having absorbed at least these books, you 
may then reflect upon and hopefully act upon, the 
lessons learned. They will last you a lifetime.

CONTINUED FROM LOOkING BACk … MOvING FORwARDCONTINUED FROM ELIE wIEsEL – REMINIsCENCEs

Robert Krell is a Professor of Psychiatry at UBC and  the founding president of 
the Vancouver Holocaust Education Centre.

Pat Johnson is a journalist and communications and development consultant 
to the VHEC.
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Nearly two decades ago — and a full half-century after the 
end of the Second World War — a man in Switzerland 
cleaning out the apartment of his deceased aunt came across 
a stash of more than 1,000 letters. The discovery disclosed 
the aunt’s comparatively simple but valiant acts during the 
Holocaust and provides new insights into the lives of Jewish 
children and parents separated during the Holocaust.

The aunt, Elisabeth Luz, was an unmarried Protestant 
woman living near Zurich who appears to have stumbled 
into a role as the sole connection between hundreds of 
divided Jewish families. 

Because postal service between belligerent nations was 
restricted during the war, neutral Switzerland provided 
a potential channel for communication. Through what 
appears to have been happenstance aided by the compassion 
of a single devoted individual, thousands of letters made it 
to their intended recipients — and the record they provide 
demonstrates what families chose to say, and not say, in 
furtive missives in times of crisis.

The nephew knew that he had stumbled upon something 
important. He was familiar with the book Children with a 
Star, by Professor Debórah Dwork, a definitive study of the 
experiences of Jewish children under Nazism and the adults 
who helped them. He contacted Dwork to ask if she would 
like the letters.

Dwork, Rose Professor of Holocaust History and founding 
director of the Strassler Center for Holocaust and Genocide 
Studies at Clark University, in Massachusetts, now possesses 
the letters, has studied them for years and will be in 
Vancouver this fall to speak about what they tell us about 
families during the Holocaust. Dwork will deliver the 
keynote address at the annual Kristallnacht Commemorative 
Lecture November 1.

Dwork cannot be certain how Luz came to be the 
intermediary for hundreds of families.

“From what I can piece together — and this is what I 
believe is the case — there was a refugee camp, sort of an 
internment camp, not a concentration camp, for refugees 
that had been established by the Swiss government in that 
town,” Dwork says. Elisabeth Luz went to the camp to give 
voluntary aid, Dwork believes, “to show with her presence 
that she cared about their plight.”

One of the men in the camp asked Luz whether she would 
be so kind as to send a letter to his wife. 

“From there, it snowballed,” says Dwork. “Some of the 
letters that I have from the children, for example, say ‘you 

Family Letters
A trove of correspondence between parents and children  

shed light on family ties during the Holocaust
BY PAt JoHNsoN

debórah dwork ©Jonathan edelman
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don’t know me but Susie told me that you are an auntie 
who is willing to write to our mothers,’ and so on.”

The parents were mostly in “Greater Germany,” Germany, 
and the areas it occupied. The children had mostly been 
sent to places thought to be safe, including Britain, 
France, Belgium and the Netherlands. Remarkably, 
the letters do not end in 1945. In the course of being a 
conduit between hundreds of parents and their children, 
Luz became a confidant to many of them, “Tante 
Elisabeth,” and remained in contact with several who 
continued their correspondence.

The fact that the collection of letters exists at all is due in 
part to the fact that Luz hand-copied each one, believing 
that this would be less likely to catch the attention of war-
era postal censors. She maintained the originals.

“Parents sent their letter to her, she copied every letter and 
then sent it on to the children and the children did the same 
in reverse,” says Dwork. 

Some of the children were on the Kindertransport, the effort 
to transfer Jewish children from Germany and Nazi-occupied 
Europe to the United Kingdom, while others were sent by 
their parents to places considered safer for Jewish children.

“There were a number of children who were sent to family 
members or to friends or to religious organizations by their 
parents independently, individually,” she says, adding that 
there is much to be learned from the letters. 

“It tells us an enormous amount about family, the 
importance of family and the way in which family 
members use letters as thread to bind the family together. 
I think also it tells us about how children absorbed, 
adjusted, adapted — or did not adjust or adapt — to their 
ever-changing lives,” she says. What the letters do not 
always indicate is the fate of the families who sent them.

“We know a lot about the children who went on the 
Kindertransport to Britain, because they survived,” says 
Dwork. Less is known about the children sent to Belgium, 
the Netherlands and France.

“Many of them did not survive as the Germans conquered 
and occupied those countries,” she says. Of those who 
continued corresponding with Luz long after the war, many 
had lost their parents.

“Because of the relationship that developed between the 
children and Elisabeth Luz, those who continued to write, 
by and large, were now young adults whose parents did 
not survive and she, Elisabeth Luz, was the last tie to their 
prewar and wartime life,” Dwork says. “So she had become 
their confidant and that’s very important, the way Elisabeth 
became a confidant to the parents and the children.”

Dwork says Vancouverites should join her in November not 
only to hear specifics about the contents of the letters, but also 
to reflect on some of the broader issues raised by a collection 
of this sort, which is a focus of Dwork’s academic work. 

“The larger question, I think, is how do people keep in 
contact?” she asks. “What do parents in Greater Germany 
say to their children? And what do children tell their 
parents about their daily lives?”

While the letters represent voices from the past, they have 
much to say to people today.

“This is a very human story,” says Dwork. “And as we 
are looking at refugees today far-flung from one spot to 
another, it may help us to think about how each one is a 
member of a family.”

The Kristallnacht Commemorative Lecture takes place Tuesday, 
November 1, 2016, at 7 p.m. at Congregation Beth Israel. 
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Over the past two years, visitors to the VHEC might 
have noticed that the Centre’s programming and 
education space has been mysteriously repurposed by new 
faces busily typing amidst stacks of tapes and boxes, the 
walls papered with flow charts and to-do lists. During 
this time, the VHEC has undertaken two of its largest 
projects since the organization’s founding. Funded by 
Citizenship and Immigration Canada and the estate 
of Paul and Edwina Heller, these projects will change 
the way researchers, members of the public, educators 
and students engage with and access the VHEC’s four 
collections, both onsite and remotely.

Centre’s Collections Going Global
The VHEC’s extensive resources will be accessible to all online

BY KAtIe PoWeLL

The VHEC is home to four collection types, which 
represent Western Canada’s largest Holocaust-related 
holdings: a uniquely curated library collection; the 
museum, which contains three-dimensional historical 
artefacts; the archives, which hold over 100 linear feet of 
donated historical documents, records, and photographs; 
and the Centre’s Holocaust survivor testimony collection, 
which contains over 200 recordings ranging from the late 
1970s to the present day.

The focus of the two multi-year projects has been to 
improve access to all four collections by creating an 

an example of an archival record in the vHec’s new collections Management system (cMs).
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online catalogue, a Collections Management System 
(CMS), to support the characteristics of the VHEC’s 
holdings. As we customized the new system, the 
touchstone of our work remained — what are the 
strengths and unique qualities of the VHEC’s collections? 
How could this information best serve the community of 
survivors, families, educators, students and researchers in 
the years to come? 

From the start, our approach was to treat all of the 
collections holistically. For many heritage institutions, 
collections live in independent silos of information 
within their respective departments. However, the 
VHEC’s system facilitates the inclusion of all four 
collections into one system, something innovative within 
the world of libraries, museums and archives. This 
approach has already proved to be a game-changer for 
the Centre’s research projects, and other institutions are 
also looking to the VHEC’s work as a model for cross-
collection integration.  

What this means for users is that when they are browsing 
through the new web interface, they will be able to 
see the entire contents of the VHEC’s collections, 
accessible to all online. Each record also has a rich set of 
relationships linking it to other people, places and things 

across all collections. A researcher searching the “Warsaw 
Ghetto,” for example, will have results that show all 
related publications, testimonies, objects and archival 
materials held at the VHEC, but will also show more 
nuanced relationships by linking themes, Holocaust-
related topics and historical events and exhibitions.

The root of this innovation was in the selection of 
metadata, or data about the data, that should be included 
for every record entered in the system. How do you 
maintain an inventory of Holocaust testimonies that 
have been copied to multiple formats over time? How do 
you incorporate new library descriptions and theoretical 
standards into a living system? What types of descriptors 
are important for objects? How do you create an archival 
hierarchy of information in a system that is built around 
single objects rather than aggregates? These are a handful 
of the questions that staff worked through with many 
hours of discussion and testing along the way.

The road to researching, selecting, customizing, testing 
and populating this system has been a long process. 
The first few months consisted of contacting over 30 
institutions across North America, Great Britain and 
Europe. For many weeks, we weighed the features of 
fixed proprietary systems versus more customizable open 
source systems. In the end, we decided on an open source 
system called CollectiveAccess. Based out of New York 
City, this software has been used by large organizations 
like the 9/11 Memorial Museum as well as local 
institutions including the Vancouver Maritime Museum.

For members of the public, the most important aspect 
of the project was the user web-interface. Our goal was 
to highlight the visual components of the collection 
throughout and maintain an emphasis on bridging all 
four collections together. Users will notice that at the 
bottom of each catalogue record are all of the related 
holdings in the other collections, related people and 
organizations, places and exhibitions and events. Our 

an example of a museum record in the vHec’s new system.
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goal was to capture the often subtle and complex stories 
associated with people, their history and their belongings.

A concurrent project was the large-scale digitization of the 
collections. Once the CMS is thoroughly populated with 
all of the VHEC’s records, users will be able to not only 
view information about the Centre’s holdings but also the 
digital materials: testimony content as well as digitized 
two- and three-dimensional items. For testimonies, this 
meant digitizing all of the recordings from their original 
formats, which included ¾-inch U-matic tapes, VHS, 
MiniDV, and digital files. 

Over the past year, more than 400 hours of testimony has 
been digitized to create high-quality preservation files, 
utility copies for inclusion in exhibitions, and access copies 
for user-friendly research. With the collection digitized 
and accessible to the public, researchers and educators can 
now access a more comprehensive study of Vancouver’s 
Holocaust survivor testimony.

Visitors to the VHEC’s newly enhanced collections 
website will be able to stream clips or entire testimonies 
online (depending on the privacy restrictions on the 
recordings), bringing testimonies into classrooms. As 
an additional resource, the VHEC collections staff has 
created time-coded summaries, which act as textual 

an example of cross-collection search results in the new system, which allows users to 
search across archival museum, testimony and library collections.

an example of a video testimony record in the new system.

guides for testimonies. These guides aid in navigating the 
narratives of the testimonies to pinpoint specific topics or 
experiences. All testimony catalogue records have also been 
tagged with a customized list of subject headings to assist 
researchers who are investigating specific themes across 
multiple recordings. 

Alongside the digitization of Holocaust testimonies, the 
VHEC has also started digitizing the entire museum and 
archives, and the Centre is home to a new digitization 
lab and photography studio. This work will continue 
over the coming year and visitors to the site can expect 
to see frequent updates with new images to accompany 
collection records.

The VHEC is very pleased to introduce this new 
Collections Management System to members of the 
public. Over the next year, staff will be working hard to 
catalogue the Centre’s holdings but at the moment the 
final touches are being added to the user interface. Please 
stay tuned for the official site launch later this year. In 
the meantime, we would like to express our thanks to the 
community for supporting the Centre’s work during these 
years of growth, and as the collections, the new CMS and 
our digitization work move into the future, making our 
rich collections accessible to broader audiences.

Katie Powell, formerly collections assistant at the VHEC, is pursuing a Master’s 
degree in history at UBC.

COLLECT ION
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The October 1996 issue of Zachor contained an article 
by Claudia Cornwall entitled “A Bridge to Nuremberg: 
The Story of Bronia and Markus.” Bronia Sonnenschein 
was my mother, well known to many for her work in 
Holocaust education, mainly as a compelling outreach 
speaker. Markus is Markus Schirmer, a schoolteacher 
in Germany, where he is active in Holocaust education 
and commemoration. The two met when Markus 
approached my mother after being moved by a talk 
she gave in 1993 during Hillel’s annual Holocaust 
Awareness Week at the University of British Columbia, 
where he was then a student. He learned much more 
from her and, before returning to Nuremberg, promised 
he would educate young people about the Holocaust. 
Claudia quoted my mother as saying: “He kept his 
promise to me. He has restored my faith; I can trust 
again. And that is very important.”

This story began when Bronia’s eldest granddaughter, 
Emily Sztabzyb, visited Nuremberg while on a trip to 
Europe in 2000 and gave presentations to Markus’s 
students about the Holocaust. In 2002, Emily’s sister, 
Claire, also visited and similarly addressed students.

Emily, her parents and two siblings, and their families, 
all live in Calgary. In April 2012, a little over a year 
after my mother’s death, Calgary’s Yom HaShoah event 
saw the premiere of Emily’s play, The Treasure, based 
in part on the Shoah experiences of Bronia, her sister 
Paula, and their mother Emily (after whom my niece 
is named). The play was directed by an acclaimed 
director, Kevin McKendrick, and the performance 
was very well received. Emily had copies of the script 
professionally printed and, after reading it, Markus 
decided to have students in his new school, Reuchlin 

A Promise Kept, A Legacy Honoured  
BY dAN soNNeNscHeIN

Gymnasium in Ingolstadt, perform this play in 
October 2016.

While planning for this was underway, he also 
arranged a student exchange program with Kitsilano 
Secondary School in Vancouver and, working with the 
school’s principal, Edith Philipp-Rasch, accompanied 
16 students here in May of this year. Part of their 
activity-packed two weeks was a workshop about the 
play. Emily, along with my sister Vivian and brother-
in-law Ben, came for the occasion, and Emily gave a 
presentation to the students, following an introduction 
by me. We were also joined by Kevin, who shared his 
expertise as a theatre director, and by Claudia, who 
spoke of her friendship with my mother (a relationship 
that began via the VHEC, when Claudia was doing 
research for her book, Letter from Vienna: A Daughter 
Discovers her Jewish Roots). As it happens, Claudia had 
written another article about Bronia, “Seeing past hate,” 
which was published in The Vancouver Sun, about a 
religious letter given by a German woman to my mother 

Markus schirmer with Bronia sonnenschein, 1994.
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shortly before she was sent on a “death march” in April 
1945. This letter (“Schutzbrief ”) was intended to 
provide her with a mystical form of protection from all 
harm, and has a central role in Emily’s play.

On the day after the theatre workshop, Markus arranged 
for the group to visit Beth Israel synagogue and then 
the VHEC. Phillipa Friedland, the VHEC’s education 
director, offered an overview of the exhibit on view, 
Open Hearts, Closed Doors. Phillipa presented to Markus 
a copy of previous education director Adara Goldberg’s 
book Holocaust Survivors in Canada: Exclusion, Inclusion, 
Transformation, 1947-1955 (which contains several pages 
about my mother and her family). I gave Markus a copy 
of the book With a Camera in the Ghetto, containing 
photos taken by Mendel Grossman in the Łódź Ghetto 
(where my mother and her family had been imprisoned), 
some of whose photos were included in the VHEC’s 
previous exhibit, The Face of the Ghetto. I also showed 

Markus and the group a book I had donated to the 
VHEC library, The Secret of Priest’s Grotto, which I had 
arranged with librarian Shannon LaBelle to be inscribed 
in his honour. The group was also pleased to meet VHEC 
executive director Nina Krieger.

A month later, Calgary’s Jewish Free Press published 
Emily’s article about the workshop, “Theatre as living 
memory.” In it, she reflected on her feelings as a member 
of the Third Generation, writing: “For a long time, 
the strength and miracle behind my very existence, a 
blessing denied to so many, was a haunting and driving 
factor behind much of what I tried to do, personally 
and professionally. For some years, it seemed that, while 
all lives are special and unique and beautiful, perhaps 
mine needed to be more so. A Third Generation survivor 
syndrome of sorts.”

emily sztabzyb addressing visiting german students, with the school principal at the right.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 20
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After the Nuremberg trials, official 
international interest in bringing Nazi war 
criminals to justice waned. As the Cold War 
heated up, world powers were more focused 
on potential wars of the future than on 
relitigating, literally, the war just passed.

Bringing to life a cast of sometimes 
eccentric seekers of justice, the journalist 
and author Andrew Nagorski’s book The 
Nazi Hunters surveys the manner in which 
perpetrators of some of the 20th century’s 
worst crimes finally met justice. In many instances, it was 
simply because of the tenacity of a single individual or 
small group of dedicated people that the false identities or 
hidden pasts of Nazi figures were uncovered.

There were the “official” Nazi hunters, those whose 
government-designated roles included identifying 
perpetrators and bringing them to justice. These include 
figures like Fritz Bauer, a German prosecutor and judge who 
helped the Mossad track down Adolf Eichmann, and Allan 
Ryan, who led the U.S. Justice Department’s new office of 
special investigations in the 1980s that belatedly identified 
and stripped the citizenship of Nazi war criminals who were 
living in the United States. But there were also those, like 
Simon Wiesenthal and Tuvia Friedman, who established 
independent agencies to do the job government officials — 
of any government — would not. (The Israeli government, 
as one senior security official told Nagorski, was too busy 
building the nascent state to devote resources to hunting 
Nazis.) There was also the legendary husband-and-wife team 
of Serge and Beate Klarsfeld, the latter of whom slapped 
West German chancellor Kurt Kiesinger across the face.

Hunting for Justice
Bringing Nazi war criminals to court often fell to small group of dedicated ‘hunters’

BY PAt JoHNsoN

While tracing the intrigue around the hunt 
for Nazi fugitives, Nagorski also uncovers 
some of the familial squabbles among Nazi 
hunters themselves. When Eichmann was 
apprehended, media portrayed Wiesenthal 
as the hero of the caper. But Isser Harel, 
who was head of Mossad and therefore 
both more intricately involved in the 
operation and sworn by the nature of his 
job from trumpeting his achievement, 
simmered quietly. (“For the first time 
in history the Jews would judge their 

assassins,” Harel told members of the team the night before 
the Eichmann abduction.)

The most famous of the “hunted” were Adolf Eichmann, 
Rudolf Höss and Klaus Barbie. Others, like the retired 
Cleveland auto worker John Demjanuk nearly ran out the 
clock fighting justice. He died of old age a year after his 
conviction.

Nagorski has noted that the pursuit of justice was about 
more than bringing perpetrators to justice; it was about 
presenting documentary evidence, recording eyewitness 
accounts and screening film footage of death camps in 
order to produce a clear historical record. The emergence 
of Holocaust denial, in the 1970s, made subsequent trials 
especially relevant for reminding a new generation of 
historical facts.

Andrew Nagorski will present at the Vancouver Holocaust 
Education Centre Tuesday, November 29, at 5:30 p.m. as part 
of the Cherie Smith JCC Jewish Book Festival.

andrew nagorski ©andrew Rudakov
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It might seem strange: a student from the Netherlands 
travels all the way to Vancouver to do an internship at 
a  Holocaust centre. It is not something I would have 
expected when I started my Master’s degree in history. But 
I would not have wanted it any other way: the internship 
and the VHEC turned out to be perfect for me. 

I specialize in the representation of both the Holocaust 
and the American civil rights movement and my goal 
is to create exhibits or educational programs that make 
people reflect upon the consequences of racism and 
discrimination. To gain experience in this field, I wanted 
to do an internship before my graduation, so I started 
looking for a suitable organization. When I came across 
the VHEC, I knew this would be the right place. It would 
offer me the opportunity to work in both the museum and 
the educational fields, and I would be able to gain many 
different skills. I also wanted to broaden my perspective on 
the Holocaust by doing an internship in another country. 
This would offer me both the opportunity to study the 
Holocaust from a transnational perspective and the 
experience of working in a foreign environment. 

I was appointed as a project researcher for the Centre’s 
upcoming exhibit, Canada Responds to the Holocaust, 1944-45. 
The Canadian army was largely responsible for the liberation 
of the Netherlands. I grew up listening to my grandfather’s 
stories about how the Canadian soldiers liberated the city of 
Groningen and — perhaps just as important — handed out 
chocolates and white bread. Each year around May 5 — the 
Dutch liberation day — there is still a lot of attention for the 
Canadian heroes. Therefore, I was excited to get to know the 
other side of the story. It was really interesting to find out 
what our liberators thought about the Netherlands, and how 
this fits in with the Dutch narrative. As it turned out, the 

Reflections on my VHEC Internship  
BY ANNeMArIe vAN dIJK

Canadians were especially fascinated by the Dutch women, to 
say the least. But I also encountered a fact that shocked me. In 
the Netherlands, we tend to see Canada (and the other allies) 
as brave heroes who came to save both Europe and the Jews. 
Learning about the Canadian war policy and the internment 
camps for Jewish refugees, it was an eye-opener for me to find 
out that the Canadian government had almost no interest in 
saving Jews. 

Witnessing all stages of the process and seeing the pieces 
of the exhibit slowly coming together truly was a valuable 
experience for me. But besides my work on the exhibit, I 
also had the chance to discover other facets of the VHEC. I 
attended the Abbotsford district-wide Holocaust Symposium 
and helped with the organization of the VHEC’s Annual 
Symposium on the Holocaust at UBC. It was interesting to 
learn more about Holocaust education in British Columbia, 
and to see how the VHEC contributes to it. The symposium 
made me realize how important interactions with survivors 
are for Holocaust education. Although there are institutions 

annemarie van dijk at the vHec.
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in the Netherlands that facilitate survivor interactions, it 
did not happen at my school. It was at the VHEC that 
I heard a Holocaust survivor tell their story for the first 
time, and then I could understand how important this 
experience was for students. It was amazing to see how 
moved the students were by the survivors’ stories. I was 
touched to watch two of the “toughest” kids in the class 
be the first ones who walked up to the survivor to give 
her a big hug. I feel so lucky that the internship gave me 
the opportunity to hear these incredible stories first-hand. 

Working on the VHEC’s Testimony Project gave me 
the chance to hear even more stories. Some of them 
were very hard to listen to, others showed incredible 
resilience; all of them made a lasting impression on me 
and made me realize again why I chose this sometimes-
difficult specialization. These stories are so important for 
Holocaust education and the struggle against racism and 
discrimination. They should be told, and continue to be 
told in the future. I am very excited for the VHEC’s new 
online collection system, which will make these stories 
more accessible, especially for students who won’t have 
the opportunity to visit the Centre.

Altogether, I can only say that my internship at the 
VHEC was a very valuable experience that could not 
have been any better. I had the opportunity to expand 
my knowledge, develop practical skills, meet amazing 
people and to contribute to the work of the VHEC. 
It feels like the three months went by in no time and, 
on the other hand, I felt so at home, it was as if I had 
been working there for years. My heartfelt thanks to 
Nina Krieger and the rest of the staff, who became 
dear colleagues in just three months. Sitting at my desk 
in the Netherlands, I already miss Vancouver and the 
Centre, and I can’t wait to come back someday!

I am proud of my niece for contributing to Holocaust 
education with her play. I’m also very pleased to have 
continued the friendship with Markus and to help him 
with various projects related to the Shoah. In October 
2010, he made a visit to my mother, which proved to 
be his last before her death. It was then that he gave 
her the article he called “Absolutely Grateful for this 
Friendship.” I had asked him to write one for a third 
edition of the book (Victory over Nazism: The Journey 
of a Holocaust Survivor), by and about my mother, 
that I had been working on. The visit meant a lot to 
her, and I’m happy that she had this chance to read his 
warm words of appreciation.

On International Holocaust Remembrance Day, on 
January 27 this year, Markus was a main organizer 
of a commemorative ceremony for Ingolstadt held in 
his school. He arranged to play an excerpt of a radio 
interview with my mother describing her arrival at 
Auschwitz, preceded by a brief speech about her by 
one of his students. So Markus carries on keeping his 
promise, and the story that began almost a quarter of a 
century ago continues.

CONTINUED FROM REFLECTIONs ON My vHEC INTERNsHIPCONTINUED FROM A PROMIsE kEPT, A LEGACy HONOURED

Annemarie van Dijk is a Master’s student of history at the University of Groningen, 
the Netherlands. 

Dan Sonnenschein was born in Israel and grew up in Vancouver.  He has worked in 
the computer industry and in publishing.

dan introducing his niece’s presentation, with a 1938 photograph of his mother, 
aunt, and grandmother.
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Dr. Robert Krell has been honoured with the Governor 
General’s Caring Canadian Award. His Excellency David 
Johnston, Governor General of Canada, presented 
Krell with the award on March 4, 2016, at the Chan 
Centre in Vancouver, in acknowledgment of Krell’s 
“active involvement in his community for more than 45 
years and founding the Holocaust Education Centre in 
Vancouver. Through education and remembrance, he 
has made significant contributions to promoting human 
rights and social justice in Canada.”

Dr. Robert Krell Honoured  

The Caring Canadian Award was created in 1995 by 
then-Governor General, the Right Honourable Romeo 
LeBlanc, “to recognize the unsung heroes who volunteer 
their time, their efforts and a great deal of their lives to 
helping others, and who ask for nothing in return.”

Krell joins VHEC outreach speaker Robbie Waisman in 
being acknowledged by this significant national award for 
exceptional volunteer activities in support of Holocaust 
education and remembrance.

dr. Robert krell with His excellency david Johnston.
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TR IBUTE CARDS

GET WELL
Rita akselrod, speedy Recovery. 
Belinda & sam gutman, shoshana 
& shawn lewis, aron & sam & al 
szajman, ida & odie kaplan, Ruth 
Wolochow, agi Bergida, corinne 
& Mark gelfer, sheila & norman 
archek, gisi & Bob levitt, fran 
goldberg

anna Maria alpar, speedy 
Recovery. alex Buckman & the 
child survivor group

alex Buckman, speedy Recovery. 
louise sorensen, gerri & Mark 
london

karen cohen, speedy Recovery. 
Jack & karen Micner & family, 
Mark & debby choit

Ben folk, speedy Recovery.  
ida & odie kaplan, al, sam &  
aron szajman

ian Penn, speedy Recovery.  
al szajman

gloria Waisman, speedy Recovery. 
Jack & karen Micner, lois & 
Walter gumprich, aron, sam, & al 
szajman, david & grace ehrlich, 
sheila & norman archek, lillian 
Boraks-nemetz, gisi & Bob levitt

Robbie Waisman, speedy Recovery. 
Jacques & lila Mydlarski & family, 
anne & sam goresht, evelyn kahn 
& family, gerri & Mark london, 
lillian Boraks-nemetz, alex 
Buckman, Morley & fay shafron, 
stan & Reena taviss, linda & 
Jack Bogdonov, Phillipa friedland, 
Micner family

MAZEL TOV
amalia Boe fishman & vHec’s May 
26 gala & in honour of the 40th 
anniversary of Holocaust education 
in B.c. carol konkin & Jan fishman

david ehrlich, in your honour, to the 
vHec’s May 26 gala. christian Jarvis.

shoshana lewis, on a successful 

evening, May 26th. lew & Beatrice 
lewis

Jack Micner, Mazel tov on your 
vHec life fellow award. sam 
Micner, ida & odie kaplan

ed lewin, Mazel tov on your vHec 
life fellow award and for serving 
as chair of the Board of directors. 
alana & Jeff korsunsky & family, 
sam Micner, Ralph aknin, odie & 
ida kaplan

Marie doduck, in honour of all you 
do. debby Zbarsky

shirley Barnett, congratulations. 
lillian Boraks-nemetz

Ben folk, on your 95th Birthday. 
debby & Mark choit, les & karen 
cohen & family, Micner family, 
Pauline Babins, ida kaplan, odie 
kaplan, aron, al & sam szajman

ida kaplan, Happy Birthday. Ruth & 
eve Wolochow

david yochlowitz, Happy 50th 
Birthday. thyrza cohen

danny Wollner, on your Birthday. 
the Bakonyi family

Bill levine. on your special 
Birthday. Peter & Marla gropper

Helen Waldstein Wilkes, Happy 
Birthday. Reva kanner dexter

Melvyn yochlowitz, Happy Birthday. 
thyrza cohen

Rita akselrod, Happy special 
Birthday. denise Rachelle Pinto 
cohen, evelyn kahn & family

Jozef Mogendorff, on your 90th 
Birthday. amalia Boe fishman

evelyn viner, on your 90th Birthday. 
eddie & debbie Rozenberg

shelley Rivkin, on your special 
Birthday. eddie & debbie Rozenberg

Molly Ross, on your special 
Birthday. grace & david ehrlich

anita shafran, in honour of your 

Birthday. Jessica shafran

steve simon, on your special 
Birthday. Peter & Marla gropper

Reena taviss, on your Birthday. 
emil & elaine campbell

carol chark, on your special 
Birthday. the cantors

susan emanuel, Mazel tov.  
alex Buckman

steve emerman, on your 80th 
Birthday. clare Prasow, cynthia & 
david Prasow, esther & don kenyon

linda frimer, on your Honourary 
doctorate. lillian Boraks-nemetz, 
Rita, Melenie, eric, lenny & talia 
fleischer

Melvin Haber, on your Birthday. 
Mia & Joel Mackoff

Judy kornfeld, on the marriage of 
dory to Patrick. odie kaplan

Rob krell & shoshana lewis, on 
celebrating 40 years since the 
establishment of the vancouver 
Holocaust education centre. Barb 
and Ron krell

Janine krikler, on your special 
Birthday. karen & les cohen

Max laskin & family, on your 
Bar Mitzvah. shoshana & Moshe 
fidelman

Janos Mate, congratulations. 
danny shapiro & frieda Miller

carol Modes & gary gruen, on your 
engagement. Hymie & Rome fox 
& family

Richard & gail Wenner, on your 
newest grandchild. nora ferera-
Pullmer & lew Pullmer 

Rob & Marilyn krell, on the arrival 
of your newest granddaughter. 
Phillipa, aaron & eli friedland

sally kremer, on the birth of your 
granddaughter, sloane. odie kaplan

Robbie & gloria Waisman, on your 

granddaughter’s Bat Mitzvah. alex 
& colette Buckman

frieda Miller & danny shapiro, on 
the birth of your granddaughter, 
charna evi. ida & odie kaplan

Mark & debby choit, on becoming 
grandparents to a baby girl. eva 
dymant

Mark Weintraub, on being 
recognized as a Queen’s counsel. 
linda & ted Zacks

al szajman, on receiving a Jfgv 
award. Rita akselrod

lyliane & larry thal, in honour of 
your 45th Wedding anniversary. 
Harold & Marla groberman

Robbie Waisman, on the governor 
general’s “caring canadian award.” 
david feldman

SYMPATHY
in memory of Mayer yaarov Ben 
shlomo. Mark fenster

in memory of irma lee. Robert Haber

in memory of sarah Rozenberg 
Warm. Rome & Hymie fox & family

in memory of Malka and Pinchas 
Reiman. gloria altman

in memory of Michael dymant.  
eva dymant

in memory of elie Wiesel. Haideh 
Boroomand

Bernice neuwirth, on the loss of 
your daughter, Rosalie. debby & 
Mark choit, odie kaplan, evelyn 
kahn & family, the szajman 
family, Henia & Jack Perel & 
anita & avie Perel-Panar, & caren 
Perel & tom Winkler & liza Perel 
& Joel Wertman, shelley & Perry 
seidelman, sally & sid coleman, 
sharon lewin, Rome fox, gloria, 
gerri & the survivor drop in 
group, leonor etkin, Mark & sylvie 
epstein & family

MARCH 1 – AuGuST 10, 2016
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norman & lola Pawer, on your loss. 
Mendy & lana landa

sam, Harry, ed & Michael Reay, 
on the loss of sam’s father, Bob 
adelman. Belinda & sam gutman

larry garfinkel & sandy karmel, 
on the loss of your mother and 
mother-in-law, Marsha garfinkel. 
odie kaplan.

gila golub & family, on the loss of 
your sister and aunt. sam szajman.

Jaap Hamburger, on the loss of 
your Mother. Jannie Berlow

katia Hessel, on the loss of 
your grandfather, israel Jacques 
Rosengarten. Brian & elana 
Jacobson, Robert & Marilyn krell, 
kamiel & daniel schwartz, nava & 
Ryan Rosenberg, Rome & Hymie fox

Marlene Hershfield, on the loss of 
your mother, Ruth superstein. Marc 
lieberman

Phillipa friedland, in memory of 
your father, Joel samuel. anita 
Willson, Phil & sherry levinson, 
shoshana, shawn, Mattie, Julian 
& charlie lewis, Jody & Harvey 
dales, deborah litvack, Jennifer, 
Jeff, kai, Justine & Jackson 
shecter-Balin, Jeff Witten, Marla 
guralnick & Josh Pekarsky & Jack 
& ella, Helen Heacock & Jason 
Rivers &, alex & catherine, Robert 
& Marilyn krell, ivan & Merle 
linde, Robbie & gloria Waisman, 
al szajman

Rabbi avi Berman & family, 
in memory of your mother & 
grandmother. anita shafran & 
family

linda Hertzman, in memory of your 
Mother. eddie & debbie Rozenberg

david Brand, in memory of freddie. 
tamar & gary lowy

Jen chelin, on the loss of your 
father. Belinda & sam gutman, 
shoshana & shawn lewis & family

gallia chud, on your loss. ida & 
odie kaplan

eddie, denise, alfred cohen & 
family, on the loss of your Mother. 
Haidah Boroomand 

Michael & sharon isaacson, in 
memory of your daughter-in-law, 
karen. debbie & eddie Rozenberg 
& family

Joe Wertman, in memory of your 
wife, cristina. ida & odie kaplan, 
Robert & Marilyn krell & family

Julian collis & family, in memory 
of Maureen collis. eddie & debbie 
Rozenberg

gina dimant, in memory of your 
daughter-in-law. leonor etkin, 
lillian Boraks-nemetz

gina dimant, in memory of your 
sister. leonor etkin

eva dymant, in memory of your 
husband Michael. Robert & Marilyn 
krell, debby & Mark choit

david & grace ehrlich & family, 
on the loss of your sister and 
sister-in-law, Rose Jordan.  sheila 
gendis & Jocy lowy, faye & Richie 
elias, Robert & Marilyn krell, 
Bill & adella Moscovitz, tammy, 
adam, tanya, amir, shana & Harry 
Rosenblatt, Michael and tami 
lipton, kit krieger

Marilyn Jordan & family, on 
the loss of your mother and 
grandmother, Rose Jordan. sheila 
gendis & Jocy lowy, Bill & adella 
Moscovitz, tammy, adam, tanya, 
amir, shana & Harry Rosenblatt, 
gina shulman & Ron MacMillan 

Michael epstein, in memory of your 
father & grandfather, erwin epstein. 
sherry & Philip levinson & family

cheryl Plotkin & family, in memory 
of cheryl’s dad, abe. debbie & 
eddie Rozenberg & family

david, deborah, sydney & adrian 
freedman, on the loss of your 
mother, grandmother & great 
grandmother. susan & Joe stein 
& family

Patti & Ralph aknin & family, on 
the loss of your father, father-in-
law & grandfather aaron eichler. 
les & karen cohen & family, Phil & 
sherry levinson, cynthia & george 
Bluman, Robbie Waisman

Jeff & Richie eichler, on the loss of 
your father, aaron eichler. Robbie 
Waisman, cynthia & george 
Bluman

Merle ames, on the loss of your 
mother. anita shafran & family, 
Julie gutovich

dr. susan Jung-kemeny & family, 
on the loss of your husband and 
father, Robert kemeny. estika 
Hunnings, Robert & Marilyn krell, 
inge Manes, Micner and guincher 
families, ivan & laurie gasoi

Horatio kemeny, on the loss of 
your father, Robert kemeny. Jody & 
Harvey dales

Judy kornfeld & family, on the 
loss of your mother & grandmother, 
Betty davinsky. Barb & arny 
gordon, szajman family

Beverly kort & family, on the loss 
of your mother and grandmother, 
shirley kort. sam szajman, 
Robert & Marilyn krell, sue & lee 
cohene, Mark, Jacob, talya & nirit 
Rozenberg

ken & leah levitt, in memory of 
leah’s mother, Mary gofsky. eddie 
& debbie Rozenberg

al, corinne & Jordan Margulius, 
on the loss of your mother & 
grandmother. les & karen cohen 
& family

norman Miller & danny & family, 
on the loss of your mother, sylvia. 
evelyn kahn, Mark, Hodie, saul, 
sheryl & family

david neuman, in memory of your 
mother, Rose. les & karen cohen & 
family, debbie & ed Rozenberg

avie Panar, anita Perel-Panar 
& family, in memory of your 
mother, grandmother and great- 
grandmother, fran Panar. Julie 
gutovich, Hymie & Rome fox & 
family, aron, sam & al szajman

yvonne & george Rosenberg, on 
the passing of yvonne’s sister, 
evelyn Huberman. odie kaplan, 
Julie gutovich, Beth & leon 
Bogner, Robert & Marilyn krell, 
Beryl & Walter sussel, Mark, 
Jacob, talya & nirit Rozenberg, 

Rome & Hymie fox & family, eddie 
& debbie Rozenberg

dorothy ullman & family, on the 
loss of your sister and aunt, evelyn 
Huberman. Hymie & Rome fox & 
family

stacey, carrie & tamar Huberman, 
in memory of your mother, evelyn 
Huberman. Rome & Hymie fox

stacey, tamar & carrie Huberman,  
yvonne, dorothy & families, on the 
loss of your mother & sister evelyn 
Huberman. Rosa ferera, lisette, 
nora & families, linda & ted Zacks

natalie & Mark Rosengarten, on 
the loss of Mark’s Mother. sam & 
Belinda gutman

Howard shapray & family, on 
the loss of your wife, mother and 
grandmother, elayne. Peter & Marla 
gropper

Marvin stern, on the passing of 
your mother, Hilda. Mark Rozenberg

sharon slutsky, on the loss of your 
father. anita shafran & family

louise stein sorensen, on the loss 
of your husband, ike sorensen. 
lillian Boraks-nemetz, Robbie & 
gloria Waisman, Robert & Marilyn 
krell, Phillipa friedland, Rome fox

linda, Brian, sam & eli tenenbaum, 
on the loss of your mother and 
grandmother, Molly tenenbaum. 
sally Berry, Mark, Julie & allison, 
neil & Judy kornfeld, Beth & leon 
Bogner

Henia Wineberg, on the loss 
of your brother, Rabbi Moshe 
naparstek. danya & david fugman, 
Rome & Hymie fox & family

lillian Boraks-nemetz, in memory 
of your mother, Wanda Melamed. 
evelyn kahn & family, agi Bergida, 
louise sorensen, sidi & david 
schaffer, Rome & Hymie fox, gisi 
& Bob levitt, esther glotman, tom 
szekely & Janice Masur

daeniela Bheamont-Berne & 
family, in memory of your mother 
and grandmother Wanda Melamed. 
esther glotman

TR IBUTE CARDS
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THANK YOU VHEC VOLUNTEERS !

OUTREACH SPEAKERS
Janos Benisz, amalia Boe fishman, lillian Boraks-nemetz, alex Buckman,  
Mariette doduck, david ehrlich, serge Haber, Jannushka Jakoubovitch,  
chaim kornfeld, Robert krell, inge Manes, claude Romney, Martha salcudean,  
louise sorensen, Peter suedfeld, tom szekely, Robbie Waisman.  
coordinator: Rita akselrod

SPECIAL PROJECTS
alex Buckman, Bonnie elster, Herb Mills, eli friedland, lise grinfeld,  
kit krieger, ella levitt, gerri london, stan taviss, gloria Waisman

Thank you to Eppy Rappaport of Omnitksy Kosher BC  
for a donation of memorial candles to the VHEC.

DOCENTS
Julia Bernhardt, christopher Biasutti, stephen cook, Reva dexter, Myriam dinim,   
sylvie epstein, eli friedland, Belinda gutman, dalit Har tuv, Helen Heacock 
Rivers, James Highet, charlotte katzen, dodie katzenstein, dina kaufman,  
lise kirchner, uma kumar, lucien lieberman, ivan linde,  ellen Millman, Herb 
Mills, Zachary Mullin, cathy Paperny, Jessica Passey, evelyn Ray, Meredith shaw, 
gita silver, vivian tsang, Rina vizer, anita Willson

TEACHER ADVISORY
Jonathan friedrichs, kit krieger, tom Morton, Peter seixas, Jinny st. Hilaire,  
andrea Webb, anna-Mae Wiesenthal  

david, Jane & karen Winfield & 
families, on your loss. Jocy lowy

avi dolgin in memory of Ruth Hess-
dolgin. Ron & estarisa laye 

dr. Benny eichhorn, in sympathy. 
evelyn kahn

gerry & andrea Zimmerman, in 
memory of your mother and mother-
in-law. Jack and karen Micner & 
family, aron, sam and al szajman 

Morris & kathy gordon & family, 
in memory of Harry. Judy & neil 
kornfeld 

effie gordon, in memory of Harry. 
neil & Judy kornfeld, art szajman, 
Murray fraeme 

Mrs. Barbara lever, on the loss of 
your husband. sally Berry

Phyliss saadon, in memory of your 
aunt. ida & odie kaplan 

in memory of sara Malka Brawer 
(neé klecel), Bayla klecel, chana 
klecel, eliezer klecel and the klecel 
family. norman gladstone & dr. 
larry Wine

THANK YOU
Rita akselrod, thank you. Rabbi 
yosef Wosk

donna cantor, thank you. nancy 
Benyaer, eva dymant

ed lewin & Board of directors, 
nina krieger & staff, thank you. 
eva dymant

Rita akselrod, thank you. ida 
kaplan

Janos Benisz, thank you. kit 
krieger

sally & sid coleman, thank you. 
eva dymant

Renia Perel, thank you. eva dymant

Robert & Marilyn krell, thank you. 
eva dymant

ed lewin, thank you for your 
leadership of the vHec Board of 
directors. gary, linda, Michael and 
Babs cohen

david ehrlich, thank you. kit 
krieger

Robert krell, in your honour, 
grandpa. Mattea lewis

Bonnie elster, thank you. nancy 
Benyaer

alex Buckman, thank you. kit 
krieger

Mark & sylvie epstein, thank you. 
eva dymant

edward epstein, thank you. eva 
dymant

Helen Heacock, thank you. 
Mariette doduck

shoshana lewis, thank you. 
Mariette doduck

aron szajman, thank you. kit 
krieger

Robert krell, thank you. Marlene 
cohen, Marla & Harold groberman, 
Mark dwor

stan taviss, thank you. Miriam 
dattel, nancy Benyaer

Ronnie tessler. thank you. Ruthie 
Ross

arthur & anna Wolak, thank you. 
eva dymant

Ron kornfeld, thank you. nancy 
Benyaer

Peter klein, neil & Michelle 
Pollock, Rebecca Recant, Jeremy 
& claire sicherman, dr. kevin 
solomons, a vancouver Holocaust 
education centre membership has 
been gifted to each of you. Robert 
& Marilyn krell

TR IBUTE CARDS

ouR sinceRe aPologies foR any eRRoRs oR oMissions



VANCOUVER JEWISH  
FILM FESTIVAL 

EvEry FacE Has a NamE
BY MAGNUS GERTTEN

sunday, noveMBeR 6, 2016  •  1:00 PM

fiftH avenue cineMa
2110 Burrard Street, Vancouver

In Every Face Has a Name, survivors experience 

the magical moment when they each recognize 

themselves in archival footage shot at the 

moment of their liberation more than 70 years 

ago. Happiness, gratitude, confusion, fear and the 

complicated moment of freedom are captured in 

the historical film and in the recollections of the 

survivors today. In English, Swedish, Polish and 

Norwegian, with English subtitles. 

For morE iNFormatioN & ticKEts: 

www.vjFF.org

CHERIE SMITH JCCGV  
JEWISH BOOK FESTIVAL 

tHE NaZi HUNtErs
BY ANDREw NAGoRSKI

tuesday, noveMBeR 29, 2016  •  5:30 PM

vancouveR Holocaust education centRe
50 - 950 West 41st Avenue, Vancouver

The book focuses on the small number of men 

and women who refused to allow Nazi crimes to 

be forgotten and who were determined to track 

down the perpetrators to the furthest corners of 

the earth. Nagorski chronicles the dramatic stories 

of famous Nazi hunters, along with those who 

often worked in the shadows. At first, the Nazi 

hunters wanted revenge, but soon their story was 

transformed into a relentless struggle for justice.

For morE iNFormatioN & ticKEts:  

www.jccgv.com

VANCOUVER INTERNATIONAL 
FILM FESTIVAL

vita activa 
tHE spirit oF HaNNaH arENdt
BY ADA USHPIz

satuRday, octoBeR 1, 2016  •  1:00 PM

Wednesday, octoBeR 5, 2016  •  9:15 PM

inteRnational village cineMas
88 West Pender Street, Vancouver

Her New Yorker coverage of the Eichmann trial, 

which became the book Eichmann in Jerusalem, 

would permanently associate Hannah Arendt’s 

name with the phrase “banality of evil,” as well 

as the controversy that term has enflamed for a 

half-century. The film confronts this controversy 

but goes much deeper, providing a survey of 

Arendt’s life and works, including her insights into 

the nature of evil, totalitarianism and the perils 

faced by refugees, topics that may be as relevant 

today as ever.

For morE iNFormatioN & ticKEts: 

www.viFF.org

UPCOMING EVENTS
S P o N S o r E d  B y  T H E  V A N c o u V E r  H o l o c A u S T  E d u c A T I o N  c E N T r E 



vancouveR Holocaust education centRe

50 - 950 West 41st avenue 

vancouver, Bc  v5Z 2n7  canada

40007705

Canada Responds to the holoCaust
1944–45 

october 16,  2016 – March 31,  2017

This exhibition, developed by the VHEC, explores interactions 
between Canadians in Europe and survivors of the Holocaust  
at the close of the Second World War. It follows members of the 
Canadian military — soldiers, chaplains, official photographers 
and war artists — who fought in the Allied campaigns in Europe, 
as well as journalists and aid workers, as they encountered and 
struggled to respond to evidence of Nazi atrocities. 

VANCouVEr HoloCAust  
EduCAtioN CENtrE

50 - 950 West 41st Avenue

Exhibition Hours: 
Monday – thursday, 9 AM – 5 PM 
Friday, 9 AM – 4 PM

oPENiNG rECEPtioN

sunday, october 16, 2016 
1-3 PM, remarks at 2 PM

Supported by the Inter-ActIon MultIculturAlISM GrAntS And contrIbutIonS proGrAM of cItIzenShIp And IMMIGrAtIon vhec.org

V A N C o u V E r  H o l o C A u s t  E d u C A t i o N  C E N t r E


